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JOURNEY OF
125 YEARS

We are LAZZONI and LAZZONI is much more than a furniture design house. 
It is a contemporary boutique of ideas, inspiration and good will that transforms 
spaces into homes. We acknowledge that every home is different, carrying that 
individual spirit and feel, unique in every one of us. This iswhy w e put an extra 

emphasis on creating interiors that nurture human wellness and embodya 
personal sanctuary.

Chelsea, New York City
2009

Headquarters in Ankara, Turkey. First modern 
manufacturing facility.

2002

Traditional Blacksea Laz wooden house circa 1897 
and first delivery vehicle Opel Rekord Caravan 1961

1952

Our 2nd and 3rd generations standing 
in front of Lazzoni’s first carpentry shop

1960



Transformative design! MONY Sofa can become a lounger or a full-size bed in seconds. 
The unique design, featuring moveable headrests and armrests, allows for ultimate relaxation.

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 

MONY



Made for comfort, adjustable headrest has six levels and performs as strong head, and neck support 
while the curved backrest conforms to the natural curvature of the spine.

MET

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



The MIX Sofa offers a sleek and simple design with plush seating in modular configurations. With a low backrest and 
clean lines, the soft, modern profile remains neutral and inviting in any space.

MIX

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 



Most comfortable sofa you’ll every own. Milda Sofa offers a comfortable head and 
neck support by utilizing adjustable backrests cushions with manual mechanisms. 

The mechanism also creates a deeper seat to lounge.

MILDA

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



The perfect mix of modernism and traditional living. GOLA Sofa’s exposed 1st class beech wood 
legs combines the best of both worlds as the piping softens up the strong design elements.

GOLA

Individually Wrapped Pocket Coils
Plush seat cushions feature high-density, high-quality foam with a matrix of individually wrapped coil springs, 

encased in a specially designed foam shell, covered by a layer of dacron. Each spring in the pocket-coil cushion 
moves independently, easily contouring to the shape of your body.



Visually tranquil with narrow, and cushioned arms and backs to maximize the seating area, 
IKON collection is perfectly crafted for comfort while maximizing seating space.

IKON

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Inspired by the nature, its gentle curvy profile envelops the user, as its tailored seams add an 
elegant structural shape. With its dynamic back cushion PANNA can be converted into a lounger.

PANNA

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Lazzoni’s classic design, the BIKOM modular sofa collection is a refined European interpretation of a classic design.
The collection combines elegant lines with sink-in comfort and an effortless luxury. A low profile and comfortable seats create a relaxed sensibility.

BIKOM

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Linear and plain lines of VETRO Sofa reflect its chic style whereas its wide sitting area reflects its comfort. Convert this elegant sofa into a bed in 
seconds with LAZZONI’s exclusive mechanism.

VETRO

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Gain freedom in your living space by removing the armrests of KEMA Sofa! You can transform your 
sofa into a comfortable bed within seconds.

KEMA

BIBLIO is a stylish contemporary sleeper sofa with set-up that only requires one person a few seconds. 
A storage area under the seat is conveniently sized for bedsheets & pillows. 

BIBLIO

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 
replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Presenting functionality and high comfort together, Yoxo Sofa will be the chicest and easiest solution for 
your guest’s thanks to its bedding function through locating its back cushions backward.

YOXO

Thanks to its function of turning into a bed, it offers to be more than a single seat. By shining out with its handy structure 
for narrow and small areas, Dante Seat brings a new direction to your living areas with its structure that allows practical adjustments!

DANTE

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 
replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhancesfoam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



We interpreted classical Chester again! MODERN CHESTER, which stays loyal to its origins thanks to its 
quilted details and solid wood legs,now has a new form suitable for modern living spaces with its 

thinned armrests, backside and base.

TRANSITIONAL COLLECTION

MODERN CHESTER & LUNA

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 

CATELLO & HAREM



While maintaining its unique classical style thanks to quilted details of its back cushion, 
Otto Sofa has a modern ambiance with its curved arms and lean lines.

OTTO

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 



ENA
Designed for heightened comfort with the sheltered curved back 
that hints of a light embrace, the ENA will quickly become a preferred piece in your living area.

With its renewed and softened lines and extra-durable inner structure, EVA Armchair offers you 
versatility for your living area arrangements. 

EVALANDE
Arte Armchair’s rounded lines will enrich the contemporary design while delivering 
the ultimate comfort. Arte Armchair will be a great addition to your room.

Subtle stitching and the curved silhouette of the Lande, pay homage to retro design; while the high-back, 
slim structure, and swivel-base celebrate modern design and sophistication.  

ARTE



ADA-360
The Ada 360 Armchair is the premium choice for those whose priority is comfort. Its elegant-modern structure creates a 
unique style that easily integrates into any living area. Its swivel-base will celebrate a modern design with sophistication.

With its supportive and ergonomic cushions, Relax Armchair will provide an elevated 
comfort and nurturing addition to your living space. 

RELAX TOLINA-360
Simple, elegant and chic... While Alone Armchair’s curved back offers a lasting solution, 
its clean lines add elegance to your room.

TOLINA 360 Armchair builds on the classic design of the TOLINA Armchair utilizing the fabric details and warm wood tones 
to cover the metal legs, creating a rich, holistic appearance. Its functional, rotatable legs allow you to turn in any direction 

without moving, perfect for coordinating your living space.

ALONE



TWICE TRIO
With its ideal depth and width, the three-seater Twice Armchair will be a perfect solution for narrow spaces! 
The modernized traditional look of it will create harmony with the other furniture in your living room.

TOLINA
Twice Armchair’s elegant curves are engineered with comfort to be a lasting addition to your home. 
Designed with premium style details such as piping and angled legs to deliver elegant simplicity.

Large, comfortable, and functional...Every detail of its graceful design provides a chic appearance to the TOLINA Armchair.  
The warm wood tones of this chair, coupled with a classic fabric design, creates a perfect harmony with the other furniture 

in your living room.

TWICE



With its elegant wooden legs supporting its perfect design and surface options that suits most to your living space,
FLY Table will be the star of your home with its aesthetic stand

FLY



TILIA is designed for modern living spaces with its both elegant and durable metal legs. Thanks to its different size options, you can select the most 
suitable alternative for your living space and you can either prefer its circular version for narrow spaces or rectangle version for wide and spacious areas.

TILIA



You can either select expandable version of RAENA Table, which will be in harmony with other furntures of your living space thanks to its chic style, and use 
it for crowded nights with your loved ones or select the fixed version and have a practical solution for narrow and small spaces

RAENA



While accompanying to crowded environments with its expandable version, TERRA Table also offers chic solutions for narrow spaces with its fixed version. 
TERRA, which will easily adopt to your living space with its surface alternatives, is the best choice for a pleasant dinner or a nice breakfast.

TERRA



Pietra Table provides durability and aesthetic appearance in combination! While allowing you to create the most pleasant 
compositions in your living space with its surface alternatives, it also does not compromise from its durable structure that defies the years.

PIETRA



TOLINA
Providing a comfortable sitting at the moment you sit by grasping your back and lumbar, Tolina Chair 
is designed as a masterpiece defying years thanks to its durable structure.

You can use a narrow seat version of Armada Chair, the seat of which is enriched with two alternatives, for your 
dining tables while using the wide seat version as an armchair for your living space.

ARMADANORA
Slim Chair with durable internal structure, in which plain lines take the front, is getting ready to accompany 
your dining tables with its pleasant seat.

With its modern design and novel style, Nora Chair gets ready to enrich your living space.

SLIM



While making life easy for you with its wide internal volume,
OCEAN Sideboard makes an addition to your home’s unique texture with
its various surface alternatives. You can add depth to your living space and
complete your decoration by placing a mirror on this sideboard

OCEAN

REFLECTIVE, which we designed by being inspired from the innovations of modern age, 
does not only provide a wide storage area, but will also complement the visual integrity that you look 

for in your living space with its chic structure presented by its sliding door.

REFLECTIVE



LINEAR

PLUS

LAZZONI modular TV Units are easy to combine as you wish and can be designed according to your 
needs.All TV units have color and texture options suitable for your decoration and add a stylish touch to 

your home

WALL UNITS

BARCODE

MIRROR



Lazzoni modular TV Units are easy to combine as you wish and can be designed according 
to your needs. All TV units have color and texture options suitable for your decoration and 

add a stylish touch to your home.

BOOKCASE



Entirely representing modern design, HEXA Bed creates an innovative ambiance in your bedroom 
with its geometric headboard and perfect workmanship. In addition to the bed base offering a wide 

storage area,this bed also adds dynamism to your bedroom with its ambiance lights.

HEXA



ISTANBUL Bed provides a chic style with a balanced headboard 
that transforms your sleeping area.

ISTANBUL

DOUBLE Bed, the perfect harmony of wood and fabric, will meet both your 
decorative preferences and your storage area requirements with its options with and 

without bed base and sliced and flat upholstered headboard alternatives.

DOUBLE



In addition to a pleasant sleep, GEMA Bed does also provide head-neck support with its 
dynamic mechanism manufactured exclusively for LAZZONI.

GEMA
With its clean lines and chic style, TUTA Bed brings a natural feel to your sleeping area. This natural 

curved headboard is complemented with built in LED  reading lights. TUTA comes in various options 
with and without the storage base.

TUTA



TREVO Bed does not only offer a comfortable sleep, but also a pleasant sitting to relive the tiredness of 
your day by laying down thanks to the cushions on its headboard.

TREVO

With its clean lines and chic style, TUTA Bed brings a natural feel to your sleeping 
area. This natural curved headboard is complemented with built in LED  reading 

lights. TUTA comes in various options with and without the storage base.

MONNO



MATRESSCOCOLAT

SUITE

ATIGO
Designed with pocket spring, Atigo mattress is supported with wool, cotton, and 4.4lb of 
horsehair and can be used double-sided. Natural horsehair is a top-quality mattress filling 
that keeps the mattress ventilated thanks to the nature of horsehair fibers, no matter how 
much load it bears. The mattress is firmer compared to the non-spring models.

Cocolat mattress is designed with a 5.5” latex and a 2.4” coconut fiber. It can be used double-sided where one 
side is firm and the other side is medium-firm.Coconut fiber is preferred as a filling material in mattresses for 
its moisture-free and equal pressure distribution feature. It is a material that provides hardness and flexibility 
to the mattress.

Suite mattress is layered with a 2” Visco upper layer, a 2.4” latex interlayer, and a 4.7” supporting sponge at the 
bottom. This model is medium-hard, springless, single-sided.

WellMatt is built with a completely natural composition for the most comfortable and durable mattresses. Thanks to its flexible 
structure, it supports your spine by applying pressure to each part of your body offering healthy and quality sleep for 

many years without deformation. 



Stone Dresser, which has both bed base and metal leg options, will create a 
difference in your bedroom and step forth with its chic stand.

STONE
Piano Nightstand, which has a modern soul, becomes distinct with its decorative handle. In addition 

to its wide storage area, it also helps you to create a chic combination with dressers within Lazzoni 
product range.

PIANO



LIVIO
We keep it simple when it comes to function and design. With its generous storage 
space and soft-close mechanism, Livio Nightstand will be the perfect companion 
for your bed. The light metal structure of the legs creates a light, modern 
appearance while leaving room for easy cleaning.

Elegant and chic... Stone Nightstand adds a new ambiance to your living space 
with its style while being your biggest assistance at your bedside with its storage 

area.

STONE OCEAN
Piano Nightstand, which has a modern soul, becomes distinct with its decorative 
handle. In addition to its wide storage area, it also helps you to create a chic 
combination with dressers within the Lazzoni product range.

Ocean Nightstand, which will be differentiated in your living space with its wide 
drawer and various surface alternatives, is completed with the dressers in the 

Lazzoni product range and brings chicness to your bedroom.

PIANO



You can arrange the interior space of SPLIT Wardrobe,
which offers several drawer and shelf options designed in different styles,

in any way you want and make it suitable for your daily needs.

SPLIT



BENT COLLECTION

Become the designer of your own garden and elevate your 
style with single, two-seater, and three-seater Bent Sofas that 

blend simplicity with modern style. Eliminate the boundaries in 
your design with various options in fabrics, and customize your 

Bent freely.

OUTDOOR COLLECTION

BENT



LOTUS COLLECTION

Knitted wicker details of the Lotus Collection bring out nature’s 
beauty while adorning your garden with organic details. Custom 

your Lotus from our wide selection of fabrics and create the 
perfect set for your space whether a loveseat, a three-seater, or a 

single sofa. 

KAPET COFFEE TABLE

Made entirely in solid wood, Kapet Coffee Table brings the 
refinement of wood together with nature. Accompanying your 
conversations where you sip your coffee with pleasure. 

LOTUS



ASTO COLLECTION

Highlighting nature in your garden with the refined style of solid 
wood, Asto  blends aesthetics with nature’s beauty.

ASTO



BENT CHAIR

Bent Chair brings the pure essence of nature to your gardens with its 
modest yet elegant design. It allows you to customize your piece freely 

with broad fabric alternatives.

TUBI ROUND TABLE

Tubi Round Table creates the perfect atmosphere for a gather up 
with your loved ones. Enhance your living space and customize it 
according to your tastes with its glass and ceramic options.

TUBI ROUND



KAPET TABLE

Kapet Table accompanies your pleasant summer days while offering 
comfort with its extendable feature. It’s time to bring your loved ones 

together at appetizing and elegant tables.

LOTUS CHAIR

Unveil the essence of your style with Lotus Chair, while creating a 
natural elegance in your garden with its knitted wicker details. Lotus 
allows you to tailor each piece so that you can create any style you 
want with our broad fabrics collection.

KAPET



TUBI TABLE

Bringing the aesthetics of nature to your living spaces, Tubi Table adds joy 
to your beautiful summer days with its solid wood material.

ASTO CHAIR

Highlighting nature in your garden with the refined style of solid wood, Asto 
Chair blends aesthetics with nature’s beauty.

TUBI



SOLI COFFEE TABLE

With its ceramic and glass top options, Soli Coffee Table harmonizes nature 
and luxury in your living, bringing inspiration. 

KAPET SIDE TABLE

The saviour of your garden decorations, Kapet Side Table. Bring the energy of 
nature to your gardens, blended with the warm aesthetics of solid wood.

TUBI SIDE TABLE

Tubi Side Table presents ceramic and glass top options, to help you 
create harmony in your garden decorations.  With its round form, it 
offers a stylish and functional design.

TUBI COFFEE TABLE

Tubi Coffee Table surpasses the ordinary with its amorphous form and 
transcends aesthetics with its design. It enhances your style with its 

ceramic and glass top options.



ACCESSORIES
An enchanting medium that captures moments from centuries... Lazzoni is proud to announce 
its partnership with industry-leading Turkish glass artisans. From elegant tableware to alluring 

pieces of art, our exclusive accessories collection will bring the delicate essence of glass to your 
home. Explore the selection of masterly designs spanning vases, tableware, lampshades, deco-

rative pieces, and many more.



FORTIS
ortis Mirror, the chicest solution for your dressing mirror need that will support your decoration by 
adding depth to your living space! Fortis Mirror is differentiated from others by adding dynamism to its 
surroundings thanks to the hidden LED placed on its headpiece.

Balloon Mirror, which you can use joyfully at any point of your living space, takes attraction with its style.

BALLOON TENA
Gara Mirror, one of the first choices of those, who want to add a chic touch to their 
living space, directs your decoration with its surface color alternatives that can be 
diversified. Staged lights that are placed vertically and horizontally on its surface 
allow you to use the mirror as an ambiance light. The supporting leg of Gara 
Mirror in the form of a square prism adds a different ambiance to the product and 
makes it possible to be used for placing accessories.

Ocean Nightstand, which will be differentiated in your living space with its wide 
drawer and various surface alternatives, is completed with the dressers in the 

Lazzoni product range and brings chicness to your bedroom.

GARA



The simplest way to give your space a quick makeover. Rugs can change the style of your space easily 
and add a perfect finishing touch to your curations. Elevate your style from a wide range of rugs with 

top-quality materials.

CARPETSLAGOM-ANTRASIT GREY LAGOM-GREY LAGOM-PLAIN GREY

LOTTO-GREY LOTTO-DARK GREY LOTTO-MARINE ONTBEIGE COFFEE ONT-VISCON DARK ANTHRACTIVE ONT-BEIGE



COMING SOON

Georgia, Atlanta

Istanbul, TurkeyRotterdam, Netherland

New York, Chelsea New York, Madison New Jersey, Paramus

Seattle, Washington

Boston, Massachusetts Los Angeles, California Miami, Florida

BY EMBRACING THE JAPANESE LEAN MANUFACTURING 
PHILOSOPHY AND SIX SIGMA METHOD, 
OUR COMPANY EMPLOYS MANUFACTURING 
PRACTICES TO MNIMISE THE ERROR RATE, 
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL.

LAZZONI FURNITURE, WHICH IS AN INTERNATIONAL 
BRAND OF TURKEY, IS CORPORATED INTO 
TURQUALITY PROGRAM BY THE MINISTRY OF 
TRADE OF REPUBLIC OF TURKEY.

LAZZONI WHICH IS A GLOBALLY REGISTERED 
TRADEMARK BY WORLD INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) IS ALSO A 
WELL-KNOWN TRADEMARK IN TURKEY.

LAZZONI IS AWARDED WITH A CERTIFICATE 
BY GERMANY-BASED FOREST STEWARDSHIP 
COUNCIL (FSC) ON THE USE AND SUPPLY OF 
FORESTRY PRODUCTS APPROPRIATELY AND IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAWS.

LAZZONI PRIORITIZES THE SAFETY OF LIFE AND 
PROPERTY OF ITS CUSTOMERS AND AIMS TO 
G U A R A N T E E  T H AT A L L  O F  I T S  F I N I S H E D / 
SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DIRECTIVES OF 
EUROPEAN UNION AND WORKS WITH ELIGIBLE 
SUPPLIERS FOR THIS PURPOSE.

LAZZONI IS AWARDED WITH A CERTIFICATE BY 
ITALY-BASED ICRO CONFIRMING WATER BASED 
PAINTS THAT ARE UNHARMFUL TO ENVIRONMENT 
AND HUMAN HEALTH AND NON-CARCINOGENIC 
SUBSTANCES HAVE BEEN USED IN OUR PRODUCTS.

WE PRODUCE WITH CARB2/EPA PARTICLE 
BOARDS WITH LOW FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION, 

WHICH HAVE EPA CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY US 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY BUREAU VERITAS FOR 
FOLLOWING AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT 
PROCEDURE IN HANDLING CUSTOMER 
COMPLAINTS.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY US-BASED CARB 
(CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD) THAT 
THE SUBSTANCE (FORMALDEHYDE) USED IN ITS 
PANELS IS AT A LEVEL THAT DOES NOT POSE ANY 
THREAT TO HUMAN HEALTH.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED THAT ITS PANELS ARE 
CLASSIFIED AS “DIFFICULT TO IGNITE” AND FIRE 
RESISTANT TO A CERTAIN EXTENT ACCORDING TO 
THE EUROPEAN NORMS.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY INDEPENDENT 
ORGANIZATION BBS, WITH INTERNATIONALLY 
KNOWN INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM.



lazzoni.com   /  @lazzoni


